Script Concordance Self-Assessment Prior to the Activity
① If you receive the following qualitative
feedback,
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Dr. X has a vast fund of knowledge. She should
continue to read.
I am concerned that Dr. X does not show evidence
of ownership of patients
Patients complain that they can’t understand
them when Dr. X talks to them
Dr. X shakes when she injects joints. I recommend
that he visit the simulation center at the library to
practice joint technique on a dummy
Documentation needs to be more thorough
Dr. X does not follow up lab results with patients
in a timely manner
I am afraid that Dr. X will burn herself out. He’s
doing way too many things at once.
Dr. X shows up late to clinic. This makes many
patients very upset.
Dr. X doesn’t lift the shirt when he auscultates the
lungs. I’d recommend taking that small step
because it then allows inspection for rashes,
asymmetry, and other diagnostic clues.
Dr. X is unfamiliar with landmarks on hand and
wrist x-rays. I was surprised that he couldn’t find
the scaphoid bone

②Then, how would you characterize its specificity and utility?
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unlikely to change
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Script Concordance Self-Assessment After the Activity
① If you receive the following qualitative
feedback,
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It’s always a pleasure to work with Dr. X!
Presentations are often brief and sometimes
confusing. There need to be more details.
Overestimates her sense of knowledge. Doesn’t
know what she doesn’t know
Doesn’t seem interested in knowing how medicine
is financed.
Draws up plans based on patient preferences.
Would recommend he keep doing that.
Forgot to get informed consent before joint
aspiration!
I suspect he is a superficial learner … he needs to
read more
Dr. XX is not really reliable. I’ve asked him to do
several things and he just didn’t do it.
Runs the team well. She should consider
delegating more tasks to students and residents
on service.
I’ve been impressed by how she incorporates
feedback into practice. She’s gotten a lot better
compared to six months ago.
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